
From: Michael <michael@theyfly.com>
Date: March 26, 2004 9:33:37 PM PST
To: [full name and email address removed because the individual wrote a private
email to Mr. Horn and we do not feel it is appropriate to display such private
information in public] derek@iigwest.com, Vaughn@cfiwest.org, James
Underdown <jim@cfiwest.org>, randi@randi.org, SKEPTICMAG@aol.com,
plejarans_are_real@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: The Real McCoy

Hi George,

Just be objective. You cannot produce the photos or you would. You cannot
produce the photos because, according to the definitions, parameters and
standards of the protocols (view the document for free: www.theyfly.com on the
"Meier 8mm Films" link) you would have to be photographing a real UFO. Prove
me wrong. The skeptics said they could. They failed. That's test number one as
AGREED upon by the skeptics themselves. And that's why their little boat has
holes in it. Is that clear? First meet the challenge then, if you're good, more
evidence!

If the predictions are "pretty obvious with 20/20 hindsight"...how come you didn't
make them? Perhaps you have some now that you'd like to make. Feel free to
use as much space as you need.

As far as serious money from this, I haven't quit my day job and my 25 years of
research was done on my own dime. Have you spent 25 years researching
anything for free? I think $1 per year on my $25 DVD is kinda okay, don't you?

The failure of the skeptics to duplicate this "easily duplicated hoax" is sufficient
simply because ALL of the scientific analysis has already been done, and by
credible experts in their fields using the best available equipment. But, even more
important, the specific prophetically accurate information, such as regarding
Jupiter, that's been safely nestled in copyrighted, published books and
documents years, and decades, before occurrence or "official" discovery, is
LEGAL PROOF. Try, try to understand, LEGAL PROOF.

Further, once something has been scientifically proved, it isn't required to go and
prove it again, especially to satisfy a pathetic busload of bozos who, you may be
unaware, have been slandering Meier for years...without substantiating their lies
at all. No proof, just character assassination. They're about to get far more than
they bargained for. What is required by those who claim that something's hoaxed
is to prove it and, not to be boring you here with redundancy, the party magicians
ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE TO DO SO AND FAILED.

And, it may surprise you to know, the vast majority of people who write me (after



Art Bell there were hundreds, reflecting even greater numbers, of course) fully
understand that the skeptics are pseudo-scientific poseurs who have lost, and
lost big time. The story of their bumbling and humiliation is spreading across the
globe on its own, I don't have to say another word about it, people write and tell
me!

So, while Randi and company may think the world revolves around them (it may,
as curiosity seekers start to gather to watch clueless masochist flagellate
themselves) the truth is that they are now spiraling into oblivion, victims of their
own dishonesty, fraudulence and deceit.

Personally they may be nice guys but as professionals they're, well, they're
simply NOT professionals.

Now, if you want to take a crack at some photo, film, video, sound recording,
metal alloy sample and prophetic accuracy duplication...be my guest. But do
familiarize yourself with the exiting test results and, please, don't underestimate
the intelligence of those who see through the transparency of disingenuous
"offers".

Regards to all,

Michael Horn
Authorized American Media Representative
The Billy Meier Contacts
www.theyfly.com

Hello Gentlemen,

I have been reading with interest the wonderful debate ongoing between your
various camps :)
I am a skeptic, which , I guess by definition , means that I am willing to be
convinced, one way or the other.
Having read the various books and sites available , I must say that this debate
is a real wonder :)...Both sides claiming wonderful evidence both pro and con.

The photographs look great on both sides...but I myself could produce very
similar results...The prophecies are compelling...but not tangible in the way of
proof...Much of those predictions look pretty obvious with 20/20 hindsight :)

But...the real thing intriguing me, and SURELY the easiest way to prove either
case , without a shadow of a doubt, is the purported PHYSICAL evidence...now
thats interesting.



Okay both sides have been getting wonderful publicity on this, and no doubt
making serious money from what I can see( no criticism implied...its obvious
from your website Mr. Horn)
Surely the easiest way to satisfy both sides...and all the intensly interested
bystanders, would be to cut the rhetoric and arange , to both parties
satisfaction, independent analysis of the physical, metallic, evidence claimed.
This should be no problem if, as you claim Mr.Horn, the evidence has already
past stringent tests. Likewise, Im sure Mr . Randi and the sceptical side would
eagerly await the results of a truely independant test. This would surely be the
clincher :)

So what do you say Mr. Horn...You claim that irefutable PHYSICAL,
PALPABLE evidenve is available in your hands...correct?  So prove it please...I
, and BILLIONS of others would love to know, and if you are right...then the
$1,000,000 JREF prize will be nothing compared to the worldwide aclaim from
ALL that you will receive...for surely this is one of the most important thigs to
prove in the history of the planet.

I am Nemo, and I'm sure I speak for every Nemo out there...please enlighten
us...all of us,

Regards,

George [last name removed]
"...Just a ghost in the Machine."

_______________________________________________________________
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